CAPS MEETING MINUTES
April 9, 2020
Zoom Meeting 1:00‐3:00pm
In Attendance: Lindsey Dixon, Toni Papik, Jennifer Heman, Shawn McNamara, Stephanie Cisneros, Jesse
Warren, Elizabeth Clark, Allison Heemer, Lindsay Kelly

1. Approve February 2020 minutes
a. Group approved unanimously

2. Treasurer's report
a. $11,381

3. Yahoo account update
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

a. Website needs to be updated to the email to caps_colorado@yahoo.com
b. Lindsay updated the website on 4/14/20.
Legislative Updates
a. The legislature was temporarily shut down due to COVID‐19. Assumption is that they
will drop any bills that have a fiscal note meaning SB 161 will be likely looked at the
following year (2021). Will continue to track this.
CPAT‐R Status
a. Shawn spoke with Victoria as they are working on Mesa County’s data and they are still
working on the project.
b. Lindsay provided an update that Kyle said they are still working and roughly pushed
back the project finalization date about one month.
Standards
a. Board unanimously agreed to hold off on revisions for now, however, it will be revisited
later on.
b. Specifically, revisions need to be made on the scoring of the standards.
Newsletter
a. Lindsey suggested a newsletter/memo be created to update members on the
cancellation of the Spring training, etc.
b. Provide insight to how each county is operating during COVID.
c. Will provide an update on the CPAT‐R validation
4 Lindsey will contact Kyle/Victoria for a statement.
d. Will include an update that our Spring training has since been postponed.
e. Include COVID resources
4 Articles about working from home, managing stress, etc.
5 Jennifer will find some article links to include in the PDF
Spring Training/future trainings
a. Spring training has been cancelled.
b. Will discuss future trainings depending upon the status of COVID
4 May use Zoom if there is still a restriction on group gatherings
c. Those who have reached out to the trainers, make sure they know they have been
cancelled.
d. Toni will cancel the room for the training.

e. May evaluate at the end of the year depending on COVID to return CAPS Members fees
if they feel they didn’t get all of the resources they were hoping for.
9. Program updates during COVID
a. Mesa suspended UA testing, still going to the office;
b. Larimer won’t suspend UA testing; some staff are working from home;
c. Boulder working from home for about a month now, court dates have been moved to
June/July. Still doing UA testing and reduced the UA frequency for lower risk clients.
d. Douglas is not seeing an increase of GPS but actually decreasing, half staff are in the
office.
e. Garfield doesn’t have GPS clients, suspended UA testing.
f. Denver has orders coming from different directions from County/District Courts.
Officers are issuing Summons more often. Jail population has decreased, massive
increase in pretrial defendants. EM has increased, PR bonds high. Suspended UAs except
for high risk.
g. Weld suspending testing through 4/8. Extended through 5/1 with the exception of high‐
risk defendants. All staff working from home. Increase in GPS and PR bond orders.
10. Next Meeting (Zoom)
a. June 5th at 1PM
b. Location to be determine based on COVID status

